
The Scavenger Hunt - Activities
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WABBIT'S
ADVENTURES IN THE

GARDEN



Scavenger Hunt List

Wabbit created a list of things to find in the garden

before he went outside. He made it just long enough

to have lots of different things to look for, and not too

long that it took all afternoon.

He took the list out with him into the garden so he

could remember what he was looking for. 
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 Five different types of leaves

 Three different flowers

 A beautiful rock or peddble

 Something with six legs

 Something that begins with the first letter of

your name

 Something with eight legs

 Something that flies

 Some lichen

 A feather

 Some moss

 Something hairy

 Three different types of seeds

 Something mad-made

 Something that makes a noise

 Something straight

 Something hollow

 A drawing of something unusual

 A tree rubbing 

 Something that's been nibbled

 Something you've never seen before

 Something that you only see this time of year

 A map showing where you found everything

Wabbit's list included:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.
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What else could you add to the list? 

You could try taking the same list to different

places - the park, into a town centre, by a

river or a canal - and see how it might be

easier or more difficult to find particular

numbers of the list. 

How might different things on the list be

different at different times of year? What

about leaves, for example? 
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If there are things on the list that you don't know

what they are, you can look them up in a nature

book, on the internet or asking a friend or grown-up. 



When you're out and about exploring the garden,

you might come across things that you've never seen

before - insects, birds, flowers that you don't know

the names of. 

You can look up their names and learn about them

using nature identification books and online ID

charts. 

You can also use the iNaturalist app by uploading a

photo and waiting for members of the iNaturalist

community to make suggestions of what it might be!
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Identify Nature



This book was written and produced by Ignite! as part

of a series for the StoryParks 2020 project, supported

by Nottingham City Council and The Nottingham

Building Society. 

These activities are an extension of the storybook,

and designed to help families think of ways to

encourage children to express their curiosity about

nature through exploration.

Find out more about StoryParks at

www.storyparksnottingham.com or @StoryParks

Find out more about Ignite! at

www.ignitefutures.org.uk or @IgniteFutures


